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INTRODUCTION
There has been no previous recorded visit to all the islands of St Joseph Atoll at the
height of the south-east monsoon atoll by an ornithologist. At the Science Symposium
held on D’Arros in April 2005, Adrian Skerrett (AS) requested that the management of
D’Arros could facilitate a visit during the high spring tides of July 2005. Carlos Vejarano
kindly agreed and gave every assistance to make the requisite arrangements to visit these
islands while based on D’Arros July 20-24.
We visited St Joseph Atoll on the high spring tides of July 21-23, 2005 accompanied by
Michael Botsoie and Jean Claude Camille, two experienced D’Arros island staff. The
prime intention was to carry out an investigation of potential sites for ground-nesting
terns and making general observations of other seabirds and shorebirds utilising the atoll
at this time of year. We walked or went by boat (where high tides made walking
impossible) around the perimeter of all except St Joseph. Time did not permit a complete
survey of this, being the largest island and it was not possible to travel by boat along the
entire length of the seaward side due to exposure to the full force of the south-east swell
and wind. However, Jean Claude surveyed this area shortly after our departure.
Picture One: View of St Joseph Atoll
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ROSEATE TERNS
On July 21, 2005 at around 2.30pm, we visited Ressource on the rising tide. We landed
and crossed the island to approach a shingle promontory at the southern tip. Here we
located five Roseate Terns, of which three were incubating eggs. At this same point, eight
Black-naped Terns were present (four of them incubating eggs).
Roseate Terns are particularly prone to disturbance so we spent only a short time in the
area sufficient to take photographs from a distance (picture 2), and then quickly
approached to take a photo of one nest (picture 3) and retreat again. Nests were in
shallow depressions loosely lined with sea grass and contained single eggs. The same
day, single birds were noted in flight close to Banc Cocos and Paul.
On July 22-23, 2005, we visited islands in the east of the atoll which we had not had time
to cover the previous day. A colony of Roseate Terns was found on Chien (picture 4).
Birds were counted as accurately as possible without causing disturbance. The colony
was circled at a distance sufficient that birds did not leave eggs and the number of
individuals estimated by groups of ten. This was complicated by the fact that the colony
was not visible in its entirety from any one point due to vegetation and the topography of
the beach. The number of birds present does not equal either the total number of birds
using the colony or the total number of pairs as either one or both adults of particular
pairs are likely to be present. This produced a count of c. 500 birds.
AS approached the edge of the colony to take two quick photographs of nests (pictures 10
and 11). Birds took off from much of the colony and circled round, but returned
immediately that AS retreated. The time off eggs was c. 30 seconds. The impression from
this very short visit was that the density of nests was very high, particularly at the edge of
the colony. Picture 10 shows 3 nests within an area of less than 0.5 m2 around a washedup flip flop and picture 11 shows 4 nests within a slightly greater area. On Aride, nest
density varies from 1.23 per m2 at the centre of the colony to 0.63 per m2 at the edge, with
an average distance of about 0.5m from the nearest neighbour (Ramos 1998a). In Africa,
density varies from 0.2-4.0 per m2 (Brown et al. 1982). However, observing from a
distance, it was evident that density was variable and interrupted in places by the profile
of the beach or by flotsam debris, including a tree trunk.
The proportion of nests with two eggs was high, perhaps about 30%, though this is a very
rough guesstimate based on the small area of the colony visible when approached for a
short time at close range.
Population size
The colony covered a length of c. 50m, with an average width of c. 3.5m, equal to 175m2.
With an average of 2 pairs per m2, this gives a population of perhaps 350 pairs. The
colony covered a length of c. 50m, with an average width of c. 3.5m, equal to 175m2.
With an average of 2 pairs per m2, this would give a population of about 350 pairs. It
would be possible to arrive at a more accurate estimate with more time by taking a series
of precise density measurements (Burger & Lawrence, 2003), but the welfare of the birds
must always come first and on the occasion of this short visit, it was considered that time
in the proximity of the colony should be extremely limited.
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Picture 2: Roseate Tern nest between nests of Black-naped Tern on Ressource

Picture 3: Roseate Tern nest on Ressource
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Picture 4: Location of Chien in relation to nearby islands

Bill and leg colour
Worldwide, five races of Roseate Tern are recognised including the Western Indian
Ocean race arideensis (named after Aride), which breeds from Seychelles to Cargados
Carajos. It may have been this race that formerly bred on Rodrigues from where it has
been extinct for several decades (R.J. Safford pers. comm.).
The race arideensis has sometimes included in bangsi which breeds from the Arabian Sea
across the northern Indian Ocean to the Philippines in the western Pacific (Milon 1950).
However, geographical variation of races mainly involves bill colour and as arideensis
has the least amount of black on the bill of any race during the breeding season, there is a
very good case for recognition of this race. Bills of arideensis become100% red at the
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Pictures 5, 6 & 7: Views of Roseate Tern colony from the lagoon side of Chien
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Picture 8: View of Roseate Tern colony from the lagoon side of Chien

Picture 9: View of Roseate Tern colony from the seaward side of Chien

peak of breeding, whereas bangsi has only 50% red, retaining at least 20-22mm black at
the bill tip (Olsen and Larsson 1995). Nevertheless, some taxa are doubtfully separable
and may not be valid (Gochfeld et al. 1998).
All birds seen on Ressource and many on Chien had bright red bills with a black tip and
bright red legs. Many on Chien had entirely red bills. On arrival at breeding colonies in
Seychelles, the bill of the Roseate Tern is black. It becomes red from around time of egg
laying to fledging. By the time of departure, the bill is blackish and legs are usually dull
red.
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Pictures 10 & 11: Nests of Roseate Terns on Chien (note scale from flip-flop)
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First breeding record
This is the first time that breeding of Roseate Terns has been confirmed on St Joseph
Atoll. However, it is not the first time birds have been observed in the vicinity of the
atoll. Subsequent to this visit, AS spoke to Glynn Burridge, resident on D’Arros in the
1980s and 1990s and he advised that he regularly saw Roseate Terns over St Joseph Atoll
each year, but was never aware of where they were breeding.
Michael Betts, en route to take up the post of Warden of Aldabra, reported the following
on June 10, 1998, “420 roseate terns were feeding a mile north of St Joseph, with similar
numbers of lesser noddies. If breeding chronology is similar to that of roseates on Aride,
where birds had been incubating for 2 weeks, this indicates a colony of 3-400 pairs. This
increasingly rare species is not known previously to have nested on D’Arros/St Joseph,
but it has abandoned colonies elsewhere within its range and moved to new sites –
perhaps these birds came from African Banks.” (Betts 1998).
In the light of this new evidence, it seems more likely that the birds observed by Betts
came from Chien. The Betts estimate is remarkably similar to our current population
estimate in this paper.
It remains to be seen if numbers are as significant similar each year, or indeed if the
colony is occupied each year. In Africa, few colonies are used annually and where this is
the case such as at Kiunga, Kenya, numbers can be as little as 1% of the previous year
(Britton and Brown 1974). However, this volatility does not appear to be mirrored in
Seychelles. Despite fluctuating numbers at Aride, the most closely monitored colony, it
appears that colonies are occupied annually.
Importance in relation to other Seychelles populations
The largest colony of Roseate Terns in Seychelles is on Aride Island, which gives its
name to the regional subspecies. In 1973, when Aride was acquired as a nature reserve by
Christopher Cadbury for the Society for the Promotion of Nature Reserves (now Royal
Society of Wildlife Trusts), 2,500 pairs were present (Procter 1974). The population rose
to 4,300-4,800 pairs in 1975 (Warman 1977), then declined to 900-1,000 pairs in 1988
(Bullock 1988) reaching a low point of 426 pairs in 1994 (Ayrton 1995). In this century,
the population has varied between 607 pairs in 2004 and 1,276 pairs in 2002 (Monticelli
& Ramos 2005), with the most recent figure being 796 pairs in 2005 (Evans & Hobro
2005).
A small number attempt to breed in most years on Booby Island, 3 km south of Aride
with 128 pairs present in 2003 and 89 pairs in 2004 (Monticelli & Ramos 2005), but only
17 pairs in 2005 (Evans & Hobro 2005). Booby Island is theoretically protected as a
nature reserve declared under the Wild Birds Protection (Nature Reserve) Regulations
1966, but it is not given any protection being uninhabited and is heavily poached by
visitors from Praslin. As a result it is unlikely that there has been any breeding success in
recent years.
In the outer islands, there are colonies at African Banks, Etoile and Goëlettes, Farquhar.
The African Banks colony numbered 250-300 pairs in 1966 (Ridley & Percy 1966) but
only 82 pairs by 1997 (P. Constance, R. Nolin pers. comm.). Etoile has not been visited
by an ornithologist since 1995 when c. 150 pairs were present (Skerrett 1995). Like
Booby Island, Etoile is also a nature reserve under the Wild Birds Protection (Nature
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Reserve) Regulations 1966 while African Banks receives a degree of legal protection as
an area of restricted access. However also like Booby Island, both are uninhabited so that
there is no control of unauthorised visits. It is known that tern colonies on African Banks
are heavily poached and it would be surprising if this is not also the case on Etoile.
At Goëlettes, Farquhar, a small colony was recorded in 1897 (Farquhar 1901). There
were no further reports, probably due to an absence of observers, until 1999 when 50
birds were observed (Skerrett 1999). In 2001, the first confirmed breeding by roseates for
more than a century was noted with 15-20 pairs present (Rocamora and Cafrine pers.
obs.).
Roseates Terns may also breed at Bancs du Providence, where nests with chicks were last
observed in 1970, with Grey Herons, common on the atoll, taking large numbers of
young (Guy Savy pers. comm.). There have been no visits by an ornithologist during the
breeding season since then.
Colonies of Roseate Terns have disappeared from the islands of Mamelles, Ile Sèche,
Récif, Ile aux Vaches Marines, Bird, and probably elsewhere. Roseate Terns were noted
on Mamelles, where breeding had been reported in 1936 (Vesey Fitzgerald 1936), but by
1955 they had disappeared (Ridley and Percy). Ile aux Vaches Marines is mentioned as
having "a large colony of Roseate Terns" in 1955 (Ridley & Percy) but breeding ceased
at some time during the mid-1980s, the last record of birds being present being 1982
(Skerrett 1994). Ile Sèche and Ile aux Récifs are mentioned in some references as
breeding sites though without details of numbers.
Therefore the St Joseph Atoll colony may be the second largest population in Seychelles
and may hold 20% or more of the Seychelles population.
International Importance
The Cargados Carajos population, also ascribed to S.d. arideensis, has been estimated at
400 pairs (Safford 2001). However, there has been no recent accurate assessment and this
estimate is very approximate (Safford pers. comm.). Therefore the St Joseph population
may be the second or third largest for S.d. arideensis. Assuming the validity of this race,
St Joseph may hold 15% or more of the global population.
In Madagascar, where birds may be nominate S.d. dougallii, there are around 700-1000
pairs on Nosy Mborona in the Barren Islands, plus a colony last visited in 1947 that
contained several thousand pairs in Nosy Manitse off the far south-west coast. There may
also be a colony in the north-east with several hundred pairs, (based on the presence of
fairly young juveniles on the coast around Ile Ste Marie and in the Bay of Antongil), and
possibly one around Nosy Hara in the north-west, where there are regularly several
hundred breeding-plumage birds around Nosy Faty (F Hawkins pers. comm.).
The East African population (S.d. dougallii) may number 8,000 pairs (Brown et al. 1982).
In Kenya, over 5,000 pairs were noted at Mlango wa Hindi in 1970 and 1,195 pairs on
islets near Kiunga in 1961 (Britton and Brown 1971). However, there has been no recent
assessment (Bennun and Njoroge 2001). The southern African population (also S.d.
dougallii) was estimated to be 200-250 pairs in 2000; evidence at present points to
reproductive isolation of this population, though there is a possible link with the south
Madagascan population (Tree and Klages 2003).
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For the purposes of the first assessment of Important Bird Areas in Africa (Fishpool and
Evans 2001), the African population was estimated at 40,000 birds (13,333 pairs). The
global population is not known accurately but may be around 50,000 pairs (del Hoyo et
al. 1996). Therefore the St Joseph population might be equal to approximately 2.6% of
the African population and 0.7% of the global population.
Breeding cycle
At other colonies within Seychelles, birds arrive towards the end of April and lay mid- to
end-May (sometimes early June). Incubation takes about 17-24 days and fledging 25-30
days. Birds leave colonies by the end of August. Therefore, by the third week of July, at
the time of this visit, birds at other colonies can be expected to have quite well developed
chicks, yet no chicks were observed. It appears the cycle on St Joseph Atoll, at least in
2005, is more than one month later compared to other colonies. More observations will
be needed in future years to confirm this difference in the breeding cycle. Jean Claude
later confirmed that by the third week of September only 40-50 birds remained at the
colony.
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BLACK-NAPED TERNS
On July 21, 2005 at the southern tip of Ressource, we found eight Black-naped Terns
present of which four were incubating eggs. At a second location on the eastern side of
Ressource at a point with similar beach characteristics, there were a further five Blacknaped Terns, two of which were incubating eggs (two eggs in each nest). Each nest was
in a shallow scrape lined with small sea shells (see Picture 12).
At Banc Cocos on July 21, 2005, four birds were present on a sandy shingle promontory,
but no evidence of breeding was seen. It is common for birds to be seen at this location
and though it is possibly a nesting site this is unconfirmed (M. Botsoie pers. comm.)
Scattered individuals were also seen over the waters of the atoll and at sea between
D’Arros and St Joseph Atoll.
On July 23, 2005 we rounded the southern tip of Grand Carcassaye and found birds on
the beach present at two locations separated by about 20 metres. At the first location there
were five birds, two with nests each with a single egg. At the second location there were
a further three birds, one with an egg.
Therefore eight active nests were seen, each with 1-2 eggs. Excluding birds seen over the
lagoon or at sea, twenty-one adults were seen at the breeding sites of Ressource and
Grand Carcassaye plus a further four at the potential breeding site of Banc Cocos. All
birds exhibited site fidelity, taking flight upon our arrival, but returning quickly when we
retreated to observe from a safe distance. The number of adult birds seen on all islands
plus the fact that there appears to be no definite breeding season suggests a minimum of
10 pairs for the atoll as a whole and possibly more.
Breeding by Black-naped Terns has been previously noted on St Joseph Atoll over a
period of at least 20 years. Residents of D’Arros have report seeing nests on Ressource
(Glynn Burridge, M Botsoie pers. comm.) but details including dates have generally not
been recorded. Stoddart (1984) records breeding in September-December. Nesting on
Ressource has been recorded more recently (2 pairs) in November (Millet and Bristol
2002).
At Aldabra, eggs are usually laid January to February but have been recorded in most
months. Incubation lasts 21-23 days; chicks fledge at 24-28 days and associate with
parents for at least one month after fledging (Diamond and Prys Jones, 1986). Therefore
if nesting is successful, birds observed during the present visit will leave their nests well
before the end of the southeast monsoon. This is the first record of breeding at the height
of the southeast monsoon at St Joseph Atoll.
Elsewhere in Seychelles, breeding has been recorded on South Island, African Banks,
with eggs in September-November (Vesey Fitzgerald 1941) and breeding July-August
(Ridley and Percy 1958). However, by 1995, South Island had submerged (Skerrett
1995).
Seychelles populations include 70-150 pairs at Aldabra, 50-100 pairs at Cosmoledo and
10 pairs at African Banks (Skerrett et al 2001). Also breeds at Goëlettes, Farquhar
(minimum 15 pairs in June 2004; Rocamora and Cafrine, pers. obs.). Probably still
breeds Bancs du Providence, where birds were last reported in 1996 (Skerrett 1996) and
breeding last noted in 1905 (Gadow and Gardiner 1907).
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It is interesting to note the colonial breeding of Black-naped Terns with Roseate Terns on
Ressource. In Australia, this has also been recorded and the two species are known to
have hybridised (Anna Lasko pers. obs).
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Picture 12: Nest of Black-naped Tern with two eggs on eastern promontory,
Ressource

RECOMMENDATIONS
1. A regular monitoring programme for all breeding seabirds of St Joseph Atoll
should be established. In addition, regular counts of migratory shorebirds should
be made, most importantly during the northwest monsoon.
2. In respect of Roseate Terns, contact should be established with Dr Jaime Ramos
of Coimbra University, Lisbon, Portugal and annual monitoring of the Roseate
Tern should be linked to work on Aride Island Nature Reserve and if possible,
extended to the colonies on African Banks and Etoile using D’Arros as a base.
3. Known sites for Black-naped Terns should be checked at regular intervals during
turtle rounds and the dates of nests, eggs and chicks recorded. Care must be
exercised to minimise disturbance and observations made from a distance through
binoculars as far as possible. Banc Cocos should also be checked at intervals as a
possible nesting site.
4. Visitors should be prevented from disturbing sites for nesting Black-naped Terns
and Roseate Terns.
5. St Joseph Atoll should be recognised as an IBA either in its own right or as an
extension of the existing D’Arros IBA.
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ST JOSEPH ATOLL AS AN IMPORTANT BIRD AREA
St Joseph Atoll was included in the proposal for the First Inventory of Important Bird
Areas, discussed at a national workshop held on August 7th 1998 (Rocamora and Skerrett
1998). This inclusion was approved by the workshop but later BirdLife Seychelles (now
Nature Seychelles) expressed reservations because data was considered insufficient. St
Joseph Atoll and five other sites were then downgraded to the status of Potential IBAs to
remain in the inventory as a “Shadow List” (Rocamora and Skerrett, 1999). However, the
Shadow List was not included in the final published work for the whole of Africa
(Fishpool and Evans 2001) due to the inconsistency of this concept compared to the
inventories of other countries.
Subsequent evidence confirms that St Joseph Atoll meets the threshold criteria for
consideration as an IBA for three breeding species. These are:
Category A4i Category A4ii
St Joseph
Threshold
Threshold
population
Roseate Tern
400 birds
c. 350 pairs
Black-naped Tern
2 birds
c. 10 pairs
Wedge-tailed Shearwater
15,000 pairs
c. 23,000 pairs
St Joseph Atoll also qualifies under category A4iii (more than 10,000 pairs of seabirds).
This means it is the only site in the outer islands of Seychelles outside of the Aldabra
group to qualify under three categories: A4i (waterbirds), A4ii (seabirds) and A4iii.
Counts of shorebirds during the northwest monsoon suggest it may also meet the criteria
for some migratory species, including Crab Plover (threshold 300 birds) and Ruddy
Turnstone (350 birds) under category A4ii.
Clearly, St Joseph Atoll merits consideration as a candidate to be an IBA. Etoile is
accepted as an IBA solely for its population of 100-200 pairs of Roseate Tern. With
around twice this population and the second largest known colony in Seychelles, St
Joseph Atoll is worthy of consideration as a full IBA for Roseates alone.
The number of breeding pairs of Black-naped Terns is also significant. This species is not
considered to be endangered internationally, but the western Indian Ocean population is
small. Populations at Aldabra, Cosmoledo, Farquhar and African Banks are all within
existing IBAs. The population on St Joseph Atoll is possibly the largest in Seychelles not
included in an IBA (although the population at Bancs du Sud, Providence, also listed as a
Potential IBA in Rocamora and Skerrett 1999, is unknown).
Another option to naming St Joseph Atoll as an IBA would be an extension to the
boundaries of the existing D’Arros IBA to include the whole of St Joseph Atoll. Given
the proximity of D’Arros, its rat-free status, the joint management of D’Arros with St
Joseph Atoll and the fact that waters around both are important feeding grounds for
seabirds, this is an attractive alternative possibility.
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APPENDIX ONE
LIST OF SEABIRDS AND SHOREBIRDS OBSERVED
Wedge-tailed Shearwater Puffinus pacificus
Breeds. No assessment possible, but many birds seen approaching the islands from
around 5pm onward. On D’Arros, birds could be heard calling at night. The population at
St Joseph Atoll has been estimated at around 23,000 with 20,000 pairs on Fouquet, 1,0002,000 pairs on Benjamin and in excess of 1,000 pairs on Paul (Millett & Bristol, 2002).
Birds may also breed on Ressource (M Botsoie, pers comm.). This is probably the second
largest in Seychelles (after Cousine).
White-tailed Tropicbird Phaethon lepturus
Breeds, though no nests observed on this visit. D’Arros (noted several times, up to 3 birds
at one time), Paul (2).
Great Frigatebird Fregata minor
Lesser Frigatebird Fregata ariel
Large numbers of roosting birds of both species. No attempt was made to assess the
breakdown in numbers of each species but both appeared to be well represented.
Approximate counts were D’Arros (c.1,000), St Joseph (c. 100), Benjamin (c. 2,000),
Paul (100). Perhaps 3,500-4,000 birds present in total counting scattered birds, a
remarkable total at this time of year. Previous published approximate estimates of
numbers are:
1. D’Arros 500, St Joseph Atoll 6,000 in May (Skerrett 1995)
2. D’Arros 400-500, Benjamin 1,000 in November (Millett & Bristol 2002)
3. c. 1,500 at D’Arros and c. 2,000 at St Joseph Atoll in Feb-Mar (Hill & Vel 2003)
Grey Heron Ardea cinerea
Breeds. Resident on D’Arros and throughout St Joseph Atoll. Ressource (32, one nest
noted and probably others in undergrowth not visited), Fouquet (6), Paul (7), Benjamin
(3), Chien (1), Grand Carcassaye (2) ,St Joseph (2). 30+ and 20+ counted by G.
Rocamora in the lagoon around Ressource and Fouquet respectively in December 2002.
Total population impossible to assess accurately on a short visit but probably 100+ birds.
Great White Egret Egretta alba
Vagrant. One took off from an unnamed islet off Benjamin and was mercilessly harried
by a frigatebird as it flew across the lagoon. Seychelles Bird Records Committee (SBRC)
has accepted a record of one bird observed and photographed on D’Arros by Rocamora
between June 15-18, 2002 (Rocamora and Matyot 2002) and recently received a report of
another one on Ressource on December 7, 2002 (G. Rocamora, pers. obs.). There have
also been reports of this species at St Joseph Atoll on March 8, 2002 off Fouquet and Feb
19, 2003 off St Joseph (Hill and Vel 2003) but details have not been received by
Seychelles Bird Records Committee (SBRC). SBRC has to date accepted nine records for
Seychelles including two from the Amirantes (on D’Arros and Desroches).
Green-backed Heron Butorides striatus crawfordi
Breeds. Resident on D’Arros and throughout St Joseph Atoll. Probably breeds Ressource,
where 13 birds were present on July 21. On July 22, a juvenile was found floating
helplessly in the middle of the lagoon, apparently caught by the rising spring tide. We
turned our boat to rescue it and the bird swam towards us using its wings as paddles. We
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deposited the bird on the southern tip of Banc Ferrari where it scurried under a bush.
Ressource (13 on the island at high tide 21/7; 18 within a relatively small area of
shallows and exposed flats between the pass and Ressource 22/7), Banc Cocos (3),
Benjamin (2), Grand Carcassaye (2), St Joseph (2) Total population impossible to assess
accurately on a short visit but probably 100+ and possibly a lot higher. Several tens
estimated to be present on both Ressource and Fouquet by G. Rocamora on December 7,
2002. Millett & Bristol 2002 estimated in excess of 750. Birds seen during this current
visit included a high proportion of juvenile birds, probably from nesting during the
northwest monsoon.

Pictures 13 & 14: Rescued juvenile Green-backed Heron

Crab Plover Dromas ardeola
Annual migrant. Banc Cocos (1), Grand Carcassaye (37 on the lagoon side near the
western tip; quite a high number for anywhere east of the Aldabra group in July).
Grey Plover Pluvialis squatarola
Annual migrant. Banc Cocos (1), Grand Carcassaye (15)
Whimbrel Numenius phaeopus
Annual migrant. D’Arros (3 at the airstrip), Ressource (1), Fouquet (16 at the pool)
Eurasian Curlew Numenius arquata
Annual migrant. Grand Carcassaye (4 on the lagoon side of the island near its western
tip)
Common Greenshank Tringa nebularia
Annual migrant. Fouquet (12 at the pool)
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Ruddy Turnstone Arenaria interpres
Annual migrant. D’Arros (small groups of 8-12 birds in grassy areas including around the
settlement and the airstrip), Ressource (12), Banc Cocos (17) ,Fouquet (20 at the pool),
Benjamin (22), Grand Carcassaye 7)
_
Curlew Sandpiper Calidris ferruginea
Annual migrant. Fouquet (20 at the pool), D’Arros (12 near the visitors dining area)
Crested Tern Thalasseus bergii
There has been speculation in the past that Crested Terns might breed on St Joseph as
they are frequently seen in and around St Joseph Atoll. However, no evidence of breeding
was found. Banc Cocos (7 roosting on the beach), Paul (2), Benjamin (1), Grand
Carcassaye (1 on the beach); several individuals also seen over the lagoon.
Roseate Tern Sterna dougallii
Breeds. Ressource (3 breeding pairs) and Chien (c. 350 breeding pairs). Seen from Banc
Cocos flying from direction of Ressource to the south, away from the atoll. Also seen
over the atoll probably flying to/from Chien. A location close to the main colony of
Chien was fixed by GPS at 5º26.920’S, 53º20.779’E
Black-naped Tern Sterna sumatrana
Breeds. Ressource (13 adult birds, six active nests), Grand Carcassaye (8 birds three
active nests). Banc Cocos (4 adults). Scattered individuals seen over the waters of the
atoll. Probably a population of 10+ pairs for the atoll as a whole.
Bridled Tern Sterna anaethetus
Small numbers seen throughout St Joseph Atoll, but no evidence of breeding. Small
numbers also seen around D’Arros, increasing towards evening when birds came in to
roost. Counts on islands, excluding birds seen at sea or over the lagoon were: D’Arros (c.
30), Paul (4-6)
Sooty Tern Sterna fuscata
Small numbers seen (usually 1 or 2 at a time but one larger gathering of c. 20 noted
fishing off D’Arros) at sea, near D’Arros and over the lagoon of St Joseph. The nearest
breeding site is African Banks, with other colonies of the Amirantes at Desnoeufs and
Etoile.
Brown Noddy Anous stolidus
May breed, though no evidence found. Ressource (15), Paul (20).
Fairy Tern Gygis alba
Breeds. Small numbers seen in flight over D’Arros and St Joseph Atoll. Counts on
islands were: Ressource (2) Banc Cocos (2, including 1 with a small chick), Paul (7),
Benjamin (7, including one which appeared to be on an egg or very small chick).
Between 100 and 200 birds estimated to be present on Ressource alone and some also
noted on Fouquet by G. Rocamora on December 8, 2002.
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APPENDIX TWO
HOW MANY ISLANDS ARE THERE IN ST JOSEPH ATOLL?
According to the Constitution of Seychelles, St. Joseph Atoll comprises 14 islands: St.
Joseph, Fouquet, Ressource, Petit Carcassaye, Grand Carcassaye, Benjamin, Bancs
Ferrari, Chien, Pelican, Vars, Ile Paul, Banc de Sable, Banc aux Cocos and Poules
The Government of Seychelles 1:10,000 Survey Division map shows all these islands
except Poules. This map is based on information and aerial photography up to October
1975. Clearly, there have been significant changes since 1975.
Banc Ferrari and Chien have grown significantly in extent since 1975, with just a narrow
channel now separating them at high tide. Paul has also grown, but Pelican has vanished.
Banc Sable, west of Paul, has also gone, while Grand Carcassaye and St Joseph have
joined together. The location of Poules is unknown. Taking out Pelican, Banc Sable,
Poules and counting St Joseph/Grand Carcassaye as one, this reduces the number of
islands to ten.
However, there is an unnamed island immediately north of Ressource and east of Vars,
which is somewhat larger than Vars. This is shown on the Survey Division map. There
are three small unnamed islands off Paul (the Survey Division map shows two of these).
These are joined to Paul at low tide and if deposition continues may eventually join up. It
appears that a bank shaped like a causeway between Benjamin and Chien might even join
these two islands up eventually.
Picture 15: Location of Paul, adjacent unnamed islands and former location of
Pelican
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Picture 16: Unnamed islands west of St Joseph

Meanwhile, due west of St Joseph there are two unnamed islands, also visible on the
chart. So, adding on the 6 unnamed islands St Joseph Atoll has 16 islands at present.
Clearly this is likely to continue to change if deposition continues within the atoll, while
erosion is evident particularly on the outer rim of the atoll.
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